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Mike Mead and Anna Bryant started K9 Carers in 2011; following Mike’s death in November 
2015, it is now solely run by Anna. Their initial objective was to find loving, experienced homes 
from home for dogs to go to when the owners were away, and that continues to be the focus of 
the business. 
 
Carers are subject to careful selection and must be former dog owners or have experience of 
living with dogs.  They must have a secure house and garden, no pre-school age children and 
should be at home most of the time.   Written references are taken up and support is provided 
24 hours a day.  Procedures are in place to deal with emergencies etc. 
 
Carers do NOT have dogs of their own and only accept two dogs if they are from the same 
owner. 

 
 
When a dog owner calls or e-mails requesting more details, an Information Sheet 
is either e-mailed or posted to them which outlines how the service works and 
confirms the costs involved.  At the same time, they are asked to complete an 
Initial Information form and read through and sign and return the Terms and 
Conditions.   No action is taken to find a carer until the forms have been returned. 
 

A potential carer who is free for the relevant dates and is happy to look after that type and age 
of dog (or dogs – maximum of two from one owner) is then approached.  The information 
supplied by the owner is given to them and they can decide if they’d like to take things one 
stage further. 

 
If so, their telephone number is given to the dog owner who is asked to make contact and 
arrange to take their dog/s for a visit at a mutually convenient time.  This is the owner’s 
opportunity to see where their dog/s could be staying and meet the person who will be looking 
after them.  It also gives the potential carer the chance to decide if they would be willing to have 
the dog/s in their home. 
 
If both parties are happy, the reservation is logged on our computerised system together with 
agreed drop off and pick-up times and the membership fee and a deposit of 25% becomes 
payable to secure the booking.  The balance is payable 2-3 weeks before the booking start 
date. Subsequent bookings do not require the payment of a deposit.   
 
 

A supplementary Information form accompanies the final invoice which requests 
detailed information on feeding and exercise habits, daily routine, likes and 
dislikes of the dog and any potential issues which the carer should know about, 
e.g. if the dog is likely to be  frightened by motor bikes when out on a walk.   The 
carers are all experienced enough to know that there is no such thing as a 
“perfect” dog so if the dog likes to chew slippers or dig up garden plants, this is 
the owner’s chance to let the carer know! 
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On the first day, the owner delivers the dog to the carer along with food, lead and collar, treats, 
toys, bowls, poo bags and anything else that may be required to ensure the dog has a 
comfortable stay.   A copy of the Supplementary form is handed to the carer and another is 
returned to K9 Carers.  
 
The carers are sufficiently experienced to deal with minor emergencies but they also have 24-
hour contact numbers should the need arise. Should there be an incident the dog will be taken 
to their usual vet.  You will be contacted (or your nominated person) and you’ll be kept in touch 
with developments where practicable. 
 
Almost without exception dogs settle into their new holiday home within 24-hours - even if it’s 
the first time they’ve been away from their owners. Dogs are very adaptable and when they 
realise they have the carers all to themselves they tend to take full advantage of the situation! 
 
Some of our regular owners book up to a year in advance to ensure they secure the services of 
their favourite carer.  Please be aware that carer availability at Christmas is strictly limited – 
please book early to avoid disappointment. 
 
 
 

Please remember to collect your dog when you return! Warning: dogs will it’s 
very likely that your dog will have been spoiled by the carer while you’re away.  
As a result although they’ll be pleased to see you on your return don’t be too 
disappointed if they’re reluctant to leave their home-from-home (they know 
which side their bones are buttered on)! 

 
Charges are the same throughout the year except during Easter and Christmas periods.    Until 
at least the end of 2016 our charges are £19 a day for the first dog irrespective of breed or size.  
There’s a minimum charge of £19 (one day) but after that we can also charge in half day units.  
If you own a second dog and s/he will be staying with the same carer for the same period their 
charge will be £10 a day.  During the Christmas (24th December to 1st January inclusive) and 
Easter (Good Friday to Easter Monday inclusive) periods these charges increase by 50%. 
 
Cancellation charges apply – please see Terms & Conditions form for more information. 
 
The website gives more information and usual office hours apply.  There is an Ansaphone 
outside these hours from which messages are regularly retrieved and during evenings and 
weekends, requests for information are usually dealt with promptly. 
 

 
Feedback is encouraged and the website has testimonials from satisfied owners.  
In the unlikely event of a complaint, this will be thoroughly and objectively 
investigated and an attempt made to reach a solution to the satisfaction of all 
parties. 
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